We are so excited that you are joining us for the first Slow Seed Summit! Get ready for 6 days of content-packed sessions with amazing speakers.

To join the event tomorrow, go to https://hopin.com/events/slow-seed-summit when the event begins! (Note: You’ll need to be logged in to your hopin account, which you created when you registered, to join the live event at that link.)

Here are some tips for getting the most out of the Hopin Virtual Platform.

How is Hopin Organized?
The platform includes three sections: Reception, Sessions and Expo which can be accessed using the icons on the left side of the screen.

- Reception includes overviews and general information about the summit. It is the landing page when you first log in. The current live event shows up as you enter for easy to find sessions. Scroll down the page to see the schedule, list of presenters and sponsors.
- Sessions are where the action is! All of the programmed content is organized into sessions throughout the day. Each session is named - just click to enter.
  - When you enter a session, you will see speakers on the screen. A dark screen means the session isn’t active.
  - Comments and questions can be put into the session chat. Most sessions include a Q&A following the presentations
- Expo is a virtual exposition hall where you can click into a booth and view more information from that organization.

How do I connect with other attendees?
There are several different ways to reach out and connect with others who are attending the event.

- Breakout sessions. At the end of each day, you are encouraged to attend the Happy Hour sessions that include Regional Seed Meetups as well as other themed topics for discussion.
- Create your own Session. If you are inspired by a speaker or want to create a conversation around a specific seed topic, you can create your own session. Give it a name and post it right on the page for others to see and join during Social Mixers.
- Direct Messaging. To make a direct connection, click the person’s name to either send a text message, invite to a video call or schedule a private video session for a future time (with up to 4 others). The airplane icon at the top right of your screen will be red if you have a message.
- Chat roll. There is a whole event chat and a separate chat for each session. You can interact and comment in either (be sure to ask speaker questions in the specific session chat or they won’t be seen during the presentation).

CLICK HERE to watch a walk-through of a live event created by Hopin. (NOTE: We have turned off the random networking for this Summit; all networking and connecting will happen in sessions or through the direct messaging) // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1HUIWRyU6M